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ABSTRACT 

A bank is a financial institution that accepts deposits from the public and creates credit. "Banking business" means 

the business of receiving money on current or deposit account, paying and collecting cheques drawn by or paid in by 

customers. In Banking system allows to create a new account and allows to deposit and withdrawal amount 

facilities. This project shows the working of a banking account system and covers the basic functionality of a Bank 

Account Management System. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION                   
 

Banking system plays a very significant role in economy. An efficient banking system must cater to the needs of the 
high end investors by making available high amounts of capital for big projects in the industrial, infrastructure, 

service sectors.  

 

In Banking record management user can perform tasks like creating an account, deposit amount, withdraw amount, 

check the details, modify account. All the main features of banking are included in this project. Talking about the 

features of the bank management system the user can create account by providing the name of the account holder, 

account number and providing initial amount. Then the user can also deposit and withdraw money just by providing 

his/her account, then system will display his/her profile and entering an amount. For certain purpose, he or she can 

also check for the balance inquiry which displays the account holder's name and amount. Another feature is the user 

can also modify the account holder's name or the money if they want to. 

 
The pace of development for the Indian banking has been tremendous over the past decade and the future growth of 

India's banking sector will remain high. India's financial services sector will enjoy generally strong growth during 

coming years. The banks were finding it difficult to compete with international banks in terms of the customer 

service without the use of information technology and computers. The use the of modern innovation and 

computerisation of the banking sector of India has increased. 

 

II. ALGORITHM 
 

1. Start. 
2. Create a class account. 

3. Declare the data members as account number, variable, name, deposit. 

4. Declare the member functions as create_account, show_account, modify account, draw, deposit. 

5. Define the member functions outside the class using scope resolution operator. 

6. In the main function create a class variable i.e an object to access the member functions of the class. 

7. Read the details of the account holder. 

8. Show the details of the account holder. 

9. Read the new balance in case of modifying the account. 

10. Show the new balance before and after the transaction. 

11. End. 
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The output screen will be as follows: 

 

 
fig 2.1 output screen. 
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Fig 2.2 output screen 
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III. FLOW CHART  

 
 

IV. ADVANTAGES  
 

1. Telephone banking is one of the service provided by the banks which helps in automated phone answering 

system, voice recognition capacity etc.  

2. Mobile banking provides credit applications and other transactions. 

3. Video banking improves the banking activities like: 

● Customer authentication. 
● Cash and cheque deposits. 
● Account transfers and bill payments. 
● Processing new loans. 
4. Commercial banking makes can help your business by making it easier to manage day-by-day financial 

tasks. 

5. Commercial banking allows you to set up direct deposits for your employees as well as for any invoices 

you need to pay to others, which will save your time. 
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V. DISADVANTAGES 
 

1. Commercial banking or bussiness accounts are often most expensive than the traditional banking. 

2. Some banks require minimum balance and charge fee for amount less than the minimum amount. 

3. ATM withdraw limitations, potential overdraft fees, debit card usage fee. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
  
 Today, banks developed to technology intensive solutions like enhancing core banking value, moving from 

information to insight from cash to electronic modes of payment. Banks have changed in their operations and moved 

towards universal banking along with the increased usage of techno. Nevertheless modern banking services are 

highly sophisticated to the consumers in all the ways. This project gives the overall operations that are performed in 

the bank. These technologies created efficiency and time saving methods of conducting business for people. 
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